Herein QML denotes orthoaodular lattice» Recall that a atate on an OUL L is a function from L into the real numbers which is a coantably additive probability measure on every Boolean subalgebra of L. -241 -
1. Some equations valid in DF Recently one of us [2] proved that DF is an equational class. This section may be viewed as a beginning of a project to explicitly describe an equational basis for DF* Such a project would be of interest in the light of the association of DF with certain theories of hidden variables [9] or with recent developments in coarse-grained measure spaces [10] .
We shall occasionally refer to "the equation meaning "the equation MvN = N". Recall that, for xel, the Sasaki projection cp x »L -> L is defined by <f x (j) = (y vx')ax. This mapping, being residuated,. preserves joins* Proposition 1.
For L e DF, n ^ 2, and b^ e L, i -0,1,...,n, the following equations are satisfied':
Proof.
We first prove that every L e DF satisfies (E n ). Let OL be any dispersion free state on L with a((b Q vfb^Ab'^A /\ (b ± v ( /\ bj))) = 1. We shall prove Apparently the simplest way to see that L^e SF is to show that for atoms x, y of L x^y implies there exists a state « with a(x) • 1 and a(y) >0 [3] . Here the evident symmetry, reduces the verification to listing only a small number of states, (The five given in Table 1 Table 1 By using the symmetry of Lg we may extend the five states given ln Table 1 to 13 states 6 which are strong on L^. The important property of S is that there be a bisection x-*-»-ot x Soma equations related to states between the atoms of L^ and S and that « x (j) * 1 iff By checking only the original 5 states one may argue that S is strong, indeed that S is a strong set of Jauoh-Piron states. (Recall that a state a is called a Jauch-Piron state if ot(x) = A(y) -1 implies A(I AJ) = 1). This concludes the proof of Proposition 2. Corollary 1. The equational class generated by SF is strictly contained in DF.
Proof. By proposition 1 (P 2 ), i.e. (I) t holds in DF. By Proposition 2 it fails in SF and therefore in the equa tional class generated by SF.
Observe in passing that (I) holds in any OML provided that xCy vz. For
by the Harsden-Herman lemma [8] since
The following proposition affords alternative generaliza tions of (Eg). 2. Interest in vhioh orthomodular lattices are sublattioes of projection lattices reaches baok to the preverbal regions of Kaplanski's, Loomis' and P. Maeda's minds as they first began tasting the abstract algebraio flavor of projection lattioes. There have been several papers investigating which OlfLs or whioh quantum logics are embeddable in Hilbert apaoe [5, 6, 7, 11, 13] . One of the most reoent [7] presents an example L* to show that even if an OML has a strong set of states it need not be embeddable in L(H), the OML of all olosed subspaces on the Hilbert spaoe H. It was shown that L failed to satisfy an equation in six variables satisfied by all subOMLs of L(H).
Here we present an equation in three variables satisfied by all subOMLs of L(H)j we also present an OlIL L in DP on whioh this equation fails. Ve note in passing that this equation also fails in L^ of Section 1. (Recall that L^e SP\DP). These QMLs have a simpler design and a smaller cardinality than any of the preceding examples of OMLs having at least a strong set of states and known not to be in L(H). -249 -
